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ABSTRACT

Heavyweight formal methods such as theorem proving have been successfully applied to the analysis of safety critical fault-tolerant systems. Typically, the models and proofs performed during such analysis do not inform the testing process of actual implementations. We propose a framework for generating test vectors from specifications written in the Prototype Verification System (PVS). The methodology uses a translator to produce a Java prototype from a PVS specification. Symbolic (Java) PathFinder is then employed to generate a collection of test cases. A small example is employed to illustrate how the framework can be used in practice.

1. INTRODUCTION

Verification and validation of distributed fault-tolerant systems is a continuing challenge for safety-critical systems. In order to provide V&V support for distributed fault-tolerant algorithms, we are exploring a combination of technologies. Ultimately, fault tolerance consists of establishing and maintaining consensus between distributed computational resources, especially when a bounded subset of these resources is faulty. A full analysis requires an understanding of both the distribution and failure modes of the sensors, effectors, and computational resources. There are several different valid ways of architecting these systems to meet fault-tolerance requirements. This compounds the problem of providing a collection of tools supporting V&V activities. Substantiating fault-tolerance claims requires a combination of analysis and test. We are researching an approach to V&V where the test-vectors are generated from formal models expressed using SRI’s Prototype Verification System (PVS).

Given that safety-critical systems are usually developed to exacting certification criteria, system failures are often the result of unanticipated events such as dirty voltage on a bus or a hardware fault. A formal model of a fault-tolerant system should explicitly model the faults that the system can handle and a testing regime should validate that the system does indeed process these as advertised. Thus testing the actual system must include injecting faults into the system. One preferred way to do this is to employ a test harness that can inject data into the system so that it appears as if a fault has occurred. Given a PVS specification, we are developing a methodology for generating these tests automatically.

Rather than develop a new tool suite from scratch, we apply two existing tools to the task of test case generation. A PVS to Java translator, developed to create executable prototypes from the specification, is applied to generate a realization of the protocol preserving the correctness properties shown to hold in the PVS model. Symbolic Java PathFinder, a model-based automated software test generation tool [9], is then used to generate test vectors that can be used by V&V engineers to test actual protocol implementations.

The paper is organized as follows. We first introduce a case study of a failure in the space shuttle. The next section provides an overview of fault-tolerance. This is followed by an overview of the PVS model of a small consensus protocol. Next is a brief description of the PVS-to-Java translator. We then discuss Symbolic Java PathFinder. Section 7 discusses test case generation for the protocol. Finally, we discuss related works and conclude.

2. FAILURE IN THE SPACE SHUTTLE

The Space Shuttle’s data processing system has four general purpose computers (GPC) that operate in a redundant set. There are also twenty three multiplexer de-multiplexers (MDM) units aboard the orbiter, sixteen of which are directly connected to the GPCs via redundant shared busses. Each of these MDMs receive commands from guidance navigation and control (GNC) running on the GPC and acquires requested data from sensors attached to it, which is then sent to the GPCs. In addition to their role in multiplexing/de-multiplexing data, these MDM units perform analog/digital conversion. Data transferred between the GPC and MDMs is sent in the form of serial digital data.

The GPCs execute redundancy management algorithms that
include a fault detection, isolation, and recovery (FDIR) function. During the launch of shuttle flight Space Transportation System 124 (STS-124), there was reportedly a pre-launch failure of the fault diagnosis software due to a "non-universal I/O error" in the second flight aft (FA2) MDM [3], which is polled by the GPCs as shown in Figure 1. According to [3, 4], the events unfolded as follows:

- A diode failed on the serial multiplexer interface adapter of the FA2 MDM.
- GPC 4 receives erroneous data from FA2. Each node votes and views GPC 4 as providing faulty data. Hence GPC 4 is voted out of the redundant set.
- Three seconds later, GPC 2 also receives erroneous data from FA2. In this case, GPC 2 is voted out of the redundant set.
- In accordance with the Space Shuttle flight rules [22], GPC 2 and GPC 4 are powered down.
- GPC 3 then reads FA2's built-in test equipment and determines that GPC 3 is faulty at which point it too is removed from redundancy set leaving only GPC 1 at which time engineers terminated the work and the problem with FA2 was isolated and the unit replaced.

The above set of events sequentially removed good GPC nodes, but failed to detect and act on the faulty MDM. Based on the analysis reported in [4], it appears the system had a single point of failure. Even though the nodes were connected to the MDM via a shared bus, conditions arose where different nodes obtained different values from MDM FA2.

3. FAULT-TOLERANCE

The terms 'failure', 'error', and 'fault' have technical meanings in the fault-tolerance literature. A failure occurs when a system is unable to provide its required functions. An error is "that part of the system state which is liable to lead to subsequent failure," while a fault is "the adjudged or hypothesized cause of an error" [20]. For example, a sensor may break due to a fault introduced by overheating. The sensor reading error may then lead to system failure.

We are primarily concerned with architectural-level fault-tolerance [8]. A fault-tolerant system is one that continues to provide its required functionality in the presence of faults.

A fault-tolerant system must not contain a single point of failure such that if that single subsystem fails, the entire system fails (for the faults tolerated). Thus, fault-tolerant systems are often implemented as distributed collections of nodes such that a fault that affects one node or channel will not adversely affect the whole system's functionality.

Faults can be classified according to the hybrid fault model of Thambidurai and Park [28]. Here, we characterize the faults of a node in a distributed system based on the messages other nodes receive from it. The same characterization could be made of channels. First, a node that exhibits the absence of faults is non-faulty or good. A node is called benign or manifest if it sends only benign messages. Benign messages abstract various sorts of misbehavior that are reliably detected by the transmitter-to-receiver fault-detection mechanisms implemented in the system. For example, a message that suffers a few bit errors may be caught by a cyclic redundancy check. In synchronized systems, nodes that send messages received at unexpected times are also considered to be benign. A node is called symmetric if it sends every receiver the same message, but these messages may be arbitrary. A node is called asymmetric or Byzantine if it sends different messages to different receivers, and at least one of the messages received is not detectably faulty [19]. (Note that the other message may or may not be incorrect.)

We model faulty behavior exclusively within the communication model. This leads to an observational classification of fault effects. The fault effect classification model we employ is derived from the Azadmanesh and Kieckhafer [1] generalization of the Thambidurai and Park [28] hybrid fault model. These fault classifications are from the perspective of the receivers. Each source node is classified according to its worst observed error manifestation. The classification is a function of both the behavior of the node and how that behavior is perceived by a specified collection of observers.

The nodes are classified according to the following definitions:

good All receivers receive correct values.

omissive symmetric All receivers receive either correct values or manifestly incorrect values (including the possibility of no message at all). All receivers observe the same pattern of messages.

omissive asymmetric Some receivers may receive correct messages, while others may receive manifestly incorrect values.

transmissive symmetric All receivers observe the same pattern of messages. Messages may be incorrect.

fully transmissive asymmetric (Byzantine) Receivers may receive arbitrarily different values.

Some protocols are defined to operate correctly under the assumption that the possible fault behaviors are limited to specific subsets of these possible observable fault manifestations. Whenever this is done, there is an obligation to
validate the fault hypotheses, since the various theoretically possible fault manifestations have been observed in both laboratory and deployed systems [11]. Likewise, if a system purports to continue to operate correctly under some bounded number of Byzantine faults, this too must be validated.

In the case study given in Section 2 the nodes were connected to the MDM via a shared bus, yet conditions arose where different nodes obtained different values from MDM FA2. This is consistent with the MDM FA2 failing in a Byzantine fashion sending different values to the GPCs using the topology in Figure 1. Note that the triple-redundancy voting scheme employed in the case of the shuttle would have masked many faults, but not Byzantine faults. The designers may have simply assumed that such Byzantine faults were too unlikely to occur to warrant the additional complexity needed to handle them, yet they appear to have occurred in practice. This illustrates the need for the V&V process to test not only the fault model advertised by the system, but to test the assumptions built into that fault model.

V&V of fault-tolerant systems requires that the test engineer fully exercise the faults purportedly covered by the fault model. In cases where the system's fault model does not accommodate Byzantine faults, it may still be desirable from the V&V perspective to demonstrate that such assumptions actually hold and if not, how a system functions in the presence of such faults. The tests must include faults that are physically possible, but not logically anticipated. Such faults may arise from hardware failures, radiation faults, as well as from traditional inputs. So the V&V engineer must produce a range of inputs, a range of faults, and inject the said faults into the system and observe their effects.

4. FORMAL MODEL

Consider the situation of a transmitter node (this could be a sensor as in the shuttle example) that sends data to a number of receiver nodes. As we have seen, the transmitter, a receiver, or the interconnect may suffer a fault that causes a receiver to compute a received value that differs from those received by the other receivers. A simple variant of the oral messages Byzantine protocol [19] can be employed to mask a bounded number of these errors. The protocol that we consider uses Relay nodes. The data flow of the protocol is illustrated in Figure 2, where the transmitter sends a message to each of the relay nodes, which, in turn, sends the value they received to each of the end nodes. At the receiver, a majority vote is performed on the values received. If the number of faults are appropriately bounded, then the nodes have achieved consensus.

Figure 2: Simple Oral Messages Protocol

We assume a synchronous execution model with the nodes assumed to work in lock-step as if on a global clock. For instance, the transmitter sends its value to its NIC sender at clock tick 1, the value is sent to the relay node's NIC receiver at tick 2, etc.

In the fault model for our system, the transmitter is assumed to be subject to fully transmissive asymmetric errors. The relay nodes are assumed to be more reliable, say due to the use of redundant pairs, but subject to omissive asymmetric faults.

4.1 NIC Receiver

We now consider the PVS model of the NIC receiver in some detail. The NIC receiver is parameterized by the number of inbound communication channels, maxsize, and the global time at which the state machine is to execute. The messages are assumed to be of type Frame. The state of the NIC receiver is formed from the product of the following:

- wires : below(maxsize) → fifo[Frame]. The wires connect the receiver NIC to the sender NIC. As illustrated in Figure 3 each queue in the sequence is connected to a different node.
- from_nic : below(maxsize) → fifo[Frame]. This sequence of queues is used to pass the data received to the relay or end receiver state machines.
- enabled : below(maxsize) → boolean. If enabled(i) is true, then the source node i (the source node attached to wires(i)) is assumed to be valid. The value can be false for a number of reasons including messages being dropped or garbled.
- pc is the current global clock value.

At this time, we do not model details of buffering, CRC checks etc. Instead, we focus on capturing the fault model at this node. The state machine defining this component has the signature

\[ \text{NICReceiver} \times \text{AllReceiveActions} \rightarrow \text{NICReceiver}, \]
where \textit{AllReceiveActions} is defined as:

\begin{verbatim}
AllReceiveActions : TYPE = below(maxsize) → Actions.
\end{verbatim}

The PVS datatype \textit{Actions} defines the allowed faults and is defined as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
Actions : DATATYPE
BEGIN
  Good : Good?
  Garbled : Garbled?
  Sym(frame:Frame) : Sym?
  Asym(frame:Frame) : Asym?
END Actions.
\end{verbatim}

Recall that \textit{wires} hold messages from each incoming channel and faults are not modeled anywhere else in our model so a message is not corrupted or lost in transit. Instead, we use \textit{AllReceiveActions} to inject faults at the NIC receiver. This type acts as a filter so if \textit{AllReceiveActions}(i) has the value \textit{Good}, the message received is assumed to be good and is relayed on, the value \textit{Garbled} is treated as a benign fault or a dropped message and would be dropped, the value \textit{Sym(frame)} would result in using the value \textit{frame}, with the same value sent to each node, and \textit{Asym(frame)} would result in the value \textit{frame} being placed in the \textit{fom_nic}(i) queue, where each \textit{i} may get a distinctly different value.

Each of the fault model classifications has an associated PVS type that constrains the values of the filter. For instance good messages are defined by the type:

\begin{verbatim}
AllGoodRecAction : TYPE = {f: AllRecAction | \forall (i:below(maxsize)): Good?(f(i))},
\end{verbatim}

and transmissive asymmetric faults are defined by the type:

\begin{verbatim}
TransAsymRecAction : TYPE = {f: AllRecActions | \forall (i:below(maxsize)): Asym?(f(i))}.
\end{verbatim}

The PVS code for updating the \textit{from_nic} component of the NICReceiver state is given as follows.

\begin{verbatim}
\lambda(i:below(maxsize)):
  CASES a(i) OF
    Good : IF ¬empty_fifo?(s’wires(i)) THEN enqueue(topof(s’wires(i)), s’from_nic(i)) ELSE empty_fifo ENDIF,
    Garbled : empty_fifo,
    Sym(frame) : enqueue(frame, s’from_nic(i)),
    Asym(frame) : enqueue(frame, s’from_nic(i))
ENDCASES,
\end{verbatim}

which returns a new sequence of queues with the values determined by entries in the action sequence \textit{a}. The state machine also removes the value received from each of the fifo queues comprising \textit{wires}. If message \textit{i} was garbled, then the corresponding entry in \textit{enabled} is set to false.

Above the state machines is a relational model where the components get connected together and that drives the state machine transitions. In the case of the NIC receiver, the fault model applied to a particular node is chosen. Existential quantification is used to model nondeterministic choice. Ideally we will want the faults to be created in a separate module from the system under test in order to model a test harness.

5. PVS TO JAVA TRANSlator

A PVS-to-Java translator [15] has been constructed as part of a collaborative effort between NIA and the Radboud University Nijmegen. The input to our code generator is a declarative specification written in PVS. Since we aim at a wide range of applications, we do not fix the target language. Indeed, the tool first generates code in Why, an intermediary language for program verification [12]. Our current prototype generates Java annotated code from the Why code. In the future, we may implement outputs for other functional and imperative programming languages.

In addition to enabling multi-target generation of code, another benefit of an intermediate language is that transformations and analysis that are independent from the target language can be applied to the intermediate code directly.

Consider the PVS datatype \textit{Actions} defined in the Section 4. Each of the different actions becomes a subclass that extends the class \textit{Actions} and has a constructor that takes the generic class \textit{Frame} as an argument.

\begin{verbatim}
public class ReceiveAction <Data> { public class Actions { public Actions() {} }
    public class Sym extends Actions { FrameTh<Data>:Frame frame;
\end{verbatim}
Figure 4: Multi-target generation of verifiable code

```java
public Sym<FrameTh<Data, Frame, frame) {
    this.frame = frame; }
}
```

The higher order use of defined functions is facilitated by a special `Lambda` class. This generic abstract class demands that an application function is supplied for each instance.

```java
public abstract class Lambda<T1, T2> {
    abstract public T2 apply(T1 obj);
}
```

For all defined functions in PVS, a higher order version is generated that satisfies the requirements of the `Lambda` class.

```java
public Lambda<Actions, Boolean> SymRecognizer =
    new Lambda<Actions, Boolean>(){
        public Boolean apply(final Actions actions){
            return SymRecognizer(actions);
        }
    }
```

All functions are translated into curried syntax. This way it is possible to translate all higher order uses of functions, including partial application, into working Java programs.

In its current phase of development, the translator can only translate PVS specifications that are written in functional style, in particular, as a state machine. Relational specifications, which typically model nondeterministic behavior, must be handled coded. The existential quantification in the specification, which is used to nondeterministically generate actions, gets replaced by hooks into the Symbolic Java PathFinder tool.

6. SYMBOLIC (JAVA) PATHFINDER

For test case generation, we will use Symbolic (Java) PathFinder (SPF) [9], a symbolic execution framework built on top of the Java PathFinder model checker [23]. SPF combines symbolic execution and constraint solving techniques for the automated generation of test cases that achieve high coverage. Symbolic PathFinder implements a symbolic execution framework for Java byte-code. It can handle mixed integer and real inputs, input data structures and strings, as well as multi-threading and input pre-conditions.

Symbolic execution [18] is a well-known program analysis technique that uses symbolic values instead of actual data as inputs and symbolic expressions to represent the values of program variables. As a result, the outputs computed by a program are expressed as a function of the symbolic inputs. The state of a symbolically executed program includes the (symbolic) values of program variables, a path condition (PC), and a program counter. The path condition is a boolean formula over the symbolic inputs, encoding the constraints which the inputs must satisfy in order for an execution to follow the particular associated path. These conditions can be solved (using off-the-shelf constraint solvers) to generate test cases (test input and expected output pairs) guaranteed to exercise the analyzed code.

Symbolic PathFinder implements a non-standard interpreter for byte-codes on top of JPF. The symbolic information is stored in attributes associated with the program data and it is propagated on demand during symbolic execution. The analysis engine of JPF is used to systematically generate and explore the symbolic execution tree of the program. JPF is also used to systematically analyze thread interleavings and any other forms of non-determinism that might be present in the code; furthermore JPF is used to check properties of the code during symbolic execution. Off-the-shelf constraint solverscision procedures are used to solve mixed integer and real constraints. We handle loops by putting a bound on the model-checker search depth and/or on the number of constraints in the path conditions.

By default, Symbolic PathFinder generates vectors of test cases, each test case representing input-output vector pairs. In order to test reactive systems, such as the fault tolerance protocols that we are studying here, we have extended Symbolic PathFinder to also generate test sequences (i.e., sequences of test vectors) that are guaranteed to cover states or transitions in the models (other coverages such as condition, or user-defined are also possible). This works by instructing Symbolic PathFinder to generate and explore all the possible test sequences up to some user pre-specified depth (or until the desired coverage is achieved) and to use symbolic, rather than concrete, values for the input parameters.

7. PRELIMINARY RESULTS: TEST CASE GENERATION

We have begun applying Symbolic PathFinder to the Java code generated from the PVS specifications for the case study described in Section 4. Each of the PVS models for the components of the system (wires, senders, receivers, relays, and so on) was translated into a Java class through the process described in Section 5. We applied SPF to these classes combined with the hand-written driver code (also described in Section 5).

Both the connections among the components and the model’s execution policy are implemented in the driver code. The Java code that was automatically derived from the PVS specifications does not assume any particular inter-component connections or execution policy. Since this case study initially assumes a synchronous execution policy with a global clock, our first implementation of a driver is a simple single-threaded model which can be outlined as:
To perform test case generation, we identified the inputs to the protocols as being the different types of faults that can be injected on the receiver side to test the fault tolerance behavior. In the PVS model, the four possible component fault types (Good, Garbled, Symmetric, Asymmetric) are introduced into the NIC Receiver through the Actions PVS datatype (see Section 4.1). However, our Java code simplifies this by implementing the four fault types as simple integers in the range 0, ..., 3. This is only for convenience—it does not materially affect the model.

As a second simplification for this initial trial, we modeled only a single sender wired to two receivers. Future runs will expand the model to cover the full case study shown in Figure 3.

In order to generate test cases with SPF, we needed to annotate the Java code so that SPF knows that the integer actions are the symbolic variables for which path conditions must be derived. This is easily done. The original driver code which sets up the array of actions (i.e. possible faults):

```java
int[] actions = new int[maxsize];
for (int i = 0; i < maxsize; i++)
    actions[i] = ...some fault type in 0, 1, 2, 3, ...;
```

is modified to tell SPF that the integers in actions[] are to be treated symbolically:

```java
String symVarName = "rcvr-" + (rcvrID++) "-error";
actions[i] = Debug.getSymbolicInt(0, 3, symVarName);
```

We then ran the Java code with these sixteen tests and measured the coverage. In some Java classes the coverage was less than 100%. Examining the code that was not executed showed that most of statements were in code that is not needed for the simple example used for this initial trial. A few unexecuted lines are significant and are the result of problems in the handwritten driver code. These problems will be addressed in future our future work.

8. RELATED WORK

Almost all of the major theorem provers provide some form of code generation their specification language. For instance, the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL even provides two code generators [2, 16], ACL2’s [17] specification language is a subset of Common Lisp, and Coq [5] has a generator [21] that extracts lambda terms and translates them in either Haskell or OCaml. Unlike the generator we use in this paper, these languages are all functional programming languages.

While there has been a lot of work on specification-based testing and test case generation [10, 13, 14], there has been little work focusing on bridging the gap between theorem proving and testing. The HOL-TestGen system [7] generates unit tests from Isabelle [24] specifications. The literature currently focuses on generating tests for common libraries. Sewell et al. have constructed a tool that uses HOL specifications as an oracle for testing protocols [6], but their focus is not on test case generation. An experiment in using PVS strategies to create random test cases directly from PVS specifications is reported in [25].

The work presented here is also related to the use of formal methods (including theorem proving and model checking) for analyzing fault tolerance of circuits and systems [26, 27]. In contrast to these works, our goal is to leverage the effort of building and formally verifying models of such systems into testing actual implementations.

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Formal methods are increasingly accepted in the fault-tolerant systems community as a means to analyze the correctness of a design under the assumption of a well specified fault model. Yet testing must be employed to validate an executable against a model. Furthermore, testing should explore whether assumptions built into the fault model do indeed hold. We present a methodology whereby a PVS formal model drives the creation of a Java executable prototype that can be used as reference implementation. Test cases can then be generated by applying static analysis techniques to the prototype implementation. The PVS-to-Java translator and the Symbolic PathFinder tools enable this process by automating much of the task.

The work reported in this paper is still preliminary and much work remains to be done. The PVS-to-Java translator is still evolving as features are added that will allow us to automatically translate more of our model. SPF is similarly evolving.
For instance, the ability to generate tests from the abstract datatype \textit{Actions} is under development.

The results reported in Section 7 reflect experiments intended to test the feasibility of the methodology and to drive what features need to be added to our tools. Our next milestone is to be able to exercise the full protocol seen in Section 3. Furthermore, we need to extend the generation of test cases to also include the expected output (e.g. various observable protocol states) as our goal is to use these test cases to test actual implementations. The protocol under consideration is very basic. Once we have mastered the process for this example, we expect to focus on more sophisticated protocols such as fault-tolerant distributed clock synchronization.
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